C-Facts: “Window to your digital business footprint”
Building trusted and transparent relationships in a virtual world
C-Facts is a platform that provides precisely the insight, certainty and self-service access
that Mid-large en Large Corporates, Managed Service Providers and their customers are
looking for. It offers a ‘buy’, not ‘build’ solution to the problems of managing data and
delivering insight for customers. Corporates and Service Providers can therefore buy into a
focused platform that has been designed specifically to meet their needs.
C-Facts – meeting and exceeding your requirements for information – for today and for
tomorrow
The C-Facts platform is designed for Corporates, Government and Managed Service
Providers. It provides information dashboards for business users and their technical
colleagues, with instant access to accurate and up-to-the-minute data on the performance
and consumption of cloud resources. C-Facts provides both the big picture across all
managed accounts, and specific information on individual customers. It helps service
managers, technical specialists, account managers and support teams know what is going
on so they can take next best action accordingly.
C-Facts also provides self-service access to the customer – managed and monitored by you.
With C-Facts you can instantly add value to your customer relationships, helping illuminate
consumption trends and related business understanding across the organizations you serve.
But that is not all…
The C-Facts ‘vision’ and mission statement does not stop at core information access for
cloud data. C-Facts has been developed with a broader set of goals and opportunities in
mind. The same cloud and licensing data that delivers information on consumption and
usage is useful in meeting other key areas of requirement in today’s business world.
Commerce and Compliance
C-Facts leverages cloud and license account data to help ensure your billing is accurate. It
also helps customers see and differentiate consumption across their organizations,
facilitating cross-charge and internal billing processes.
C-Facts presents data on consumption in context of regulatory and compliance frameworks
affecting most businesses. Whether it is GDPR or corporate objectives and responsibilities
concerning environmental impact and carbon footprint, C-Facts drives understanding and
clarity on the metrics that determine success in these vital areas of business management.

